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§06 ✴wait  

533  Mary (  21  ) to see you since four o'clock. 

➀is waiting ②has been waiting 

③has waited ④waited  〈東海学園大〉 

534 I was made (   ❸   ) for over 2 hours to get examined by a 

doctor. 

➀wait ②waited ③to wait ④waiting  〈拓殖大〉 

535 I'm sorry to have kept you (      ) for such a long time. 

➀waiting ②being waited ③to wait ④waited 〈東海大〉 

536 I am very sorry (      ) outside for a long time. 

➀to kept you waited  

②to have kept you waiting 

③you were kept to waiting 

④that you were kept waited 〈青山学院大〉 

537 I had him (        ) for me in the next room. 

➀await ②waits ③waited ④waiting 〈十文字学園女子大〉 

538 My boyfriend made me (      ) outside the restaurant for a 

long time. 

➀to wait ②waiting ③waited ④wait 〈芝浦工業大〉 

539 Ken's been sitting by the phone all day (      ) for her to call. 

➀wait ②waited ③waiting ④have waited 〈大阪経済大〉 

540 A man (      ) in the long line lost his temper. 

➀waits ②waiting ③waited ④was waiting 〈福井工業大〉 
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541 14. Although it was very cold, the teacher left the students 

(      ) in the hall. 

➀having waited ②to have waited 

③waited ④waiting  〈近畿大〉 

542 Hurry up. Everybody (      ) for you. 

➀has waiting ②is waiting 

③is waited ④are waiting 〈東京工芸大〉 

543 I (      ) for John at his door. 

➀was kept waiting ②kept at waiting  

③was kept to waiting ④was keeping to wait  

544 I (      ) for an hour at the bus stop when my son finally 

arrived. 

➀have been waited ②have been waiting  

③had been waited ④had been waiting 〈青山学院大〉 

545 We (      ) for at least one hour but the train has not arrived 

yet. 

➀have been waiting ②waited  

③were waiting  ④had been waiting  〈芝浦工業大〉 

546 I (      ) for you in the rear of the coffee shop after practice 

tomorrow. 

➀will be waiting ②waited  

③have waited ④have to wait 〈北里大〉 

547 When I went to see Mr. Bean in his office, I was made 

(      ) for over half an hour. 

➀to have waited ②to wait 

③waited ④waiting 〈近畿大〉 

 


